


DollTogether we make
up the solar 

system.

We are balls of 
gas that make 
heat and light.

I am made of 
planets and stars.

I am a hot star 
that keeps Earth 

warm.

We are stars that
make patterns 

in the sky.

We are chunks of 
ice that move fast 
through the sky.

I orbit around 
the Earth and can 
change my shape.

GUESS WHAT'S 
IN THE SKY



We’re
planets!

We’re 
stars!

I’m a 
galaxy!

I’m the 
sun!

I’m a 
constellation!

We’re 
comets!

I’m the 
moon!





GUESS WHAT'S IN 
THE SOLAR SYSTEM

venius

mercury

sun

earth
moon

mars

jupiter

saturn
uranius

pluto

neptune

Saturn
(fact about rings?

Pluto
(fact that it’s now 
a dwarf planet)

Uranius
(fact about how 

it’s ice and frozen)

Mars
fact about it’s red

Jupiter
(fact about it’s the 

largest planet)

solar system
facts: eight 

planets,  aster-
oids, many moons, 
and dwarf planets. 

Mercury
fact that it’s the
smallest planet



solar system

Saturn

Pluto

Uranius

Mars

Jupiter

Mercury



Saturn

Pluto

Uranius Mars

Jupiter

Lena, please illustrate
the solar system flap art 

(no text)

Mercury



GUESS THE 
CONSTELLATIONS

Orion: 
(The Hunter) 

I carry a sword 
and shield

Leo
(the Lion)

I have a mane

Taurus
(the bull)

I have horns

Lepus
(the rabbit)

I have long ears.
Ursa Major 

The Great Bear 
“Big Dipper”

Ursa Minor
(The Little Bear)

“Little Dipper”

Aquila: (eagle) 
I have wings



Orion: 
(The Hunter) 

I carry a sword 
and shield

Leo
(the Lion)

I have a mane

Taurus
(the bull)

I have horns

Lepus
(the rabbit)

I have long ears. Ursa Major 
The Great Bear 
“Big Dipper”

Ursa Minor
(The Little Bear)

“Little Dipper”

Aquila: (eagle) 
I have wings





GUESS THE COMETS
AND ASTEROIDS

comet: boldie: 

meteroid:

fireball:

meteorite: 

meteor: asteroid:  Large
rocky object that 

orbits the sun

comet

meteorite

meteroid

meteor

boldie

fireball

asteroid



comet: boldie: 

meteroid:

fireball:

meteorite: 

meteor: asteroid: 



comet:
boldie: 

meteroid:

fireball:

meteorite: meteor: 
asteroid: 



GUESS THE SPACE
EQUIPMENT

lunar
module

radio
telescope

international
space

station

satelitte

rocket

Lunar
rover

space suit



lunar
module

radio
telescope

international
space

station

satelitte

rocket

Lunar
rover

space suit
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